Forum post time phrasing needs adjustment (Timeago)

I just posted a reply at the tiki.org forums and the post time line reads "Posted by ... less than a minute from now". This should be "...less than a minute ago", the same as the cases that are more than one minute in the past. "From now" refers to future time.

I didn't test to see if this happens other places such as blog posts and article publishing, but seems like it might.
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist  21 May 16  17:08 GMT-0000

Articles is (should be) ok with our change of "Published at:" for "Published:".

Posted by ... less than a minute from now". This should be "...less than a minute ago"

I had a look at
https://tiki.org/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?forumId=14&threadId=59671&comzone=s how#threadId59671
It showed; Posted by Gary Cunningham-Lee about 2 hours ago

Was it corrected?

Gary Cunningham-Lee  22 May 16  05:56 GMT-0000

I didn't check again with a new post at tiki.org, but after an svn up, etc. of my localhost, the correct phrase is used here, so I'll mark the issue closed.

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5939-Forum-post-time-phrasing-needs-adjustment-Timeago